FOCUS ON / CORRECTIONS

HELP KEEP CONTRABAND AND WEAPONS OUT
Precise and accurate detection and confiscation of contraband in prisons can prevent drug abuse, violence and further criminal acts. The latest security screening technology helps to keep officers and inmates safe by mitigating the risk of unrest, illness and debt which often result from access to illicit goods and improvised or smuggled weapons.

Smiths Detection offers a diverse range of screening systems and delivers a layered approach to security using the appropriate combination of X-ray scanners for bags and personal belongings; handheld and portable trace detectors for narcotics and explosives; and walk-through metal detectors. All these solutions are designed to be reliable, user-friendly and easy to operate whilst offering longevity and low maintenance.

Advanced detection technology is not only very effective but also cost-efficient as it minimises the need for lengthy manual inspections and cell searches and streamlines security screening throughout the prison.

**SOLUTIONS**
- Metal detectors
- X-ray inspection systems
- X-ray people screening systems
- Trace narcotics & explosives detection
- Illicit drug identification

**APPLICATIONS**
- Visitor & inmate stationary checkpoint
- Random/mobile checkpoint
- Cell shakedowns
- Investigations and evidence analysis
- Mailroom screening
- Freight/loading dock screening
B-SCAN
Reduce invasive searches during inmate receiving
- Screen inmates for hidden contraband
- Locate narcotics inside the body
- Non-invasive approach to inmate search

SABRE 5000, TargetID & ACE-ID
Detect more contraband during cell searches
- Detect and identify narcotics and explosives
- Build customisable user libraries
- Improve staff and inmate safety

SIM (SCAN IMAGE MANAGEMENT)
Track data in the control centre
- Network X-ray and trace systems
- Automatically archive results
- Integrate barcodes for tracking

HI-SCAN 5030si & IONSCAN 600
Increase productivity in the mailroom
- Screen all incoming mail for contraband
- Detect narcotics and explosives in trace amounts
- Safeguard against unseen threats

HI-SCAN 6040i & CEIA
Increase throughput at the visitor entrance
- Screen personal belongings for contraband
- Detect contraband hidden on people
- Reduce the number of invasive searches

HI-SCAN 100100V
Increase efficiency at the loading dock
- Screen pallets and large packages
- Detect contraband concealed in shipments
- Open less freight for visual inspection
Smiths Detection is one of five operating divisions of Smiths Group, a global technology company listed on the London Stock Exchange. Employing over 23,000 people in more than 50 countries, Smiths Group is a world leader in the practical application of advanced technologies, delivering products and services for the threat & contraband detection, medical devices, energy and communications markets worldwide.

Smiths Detection is a global leader in threat detection and screening technologies for aviation, ports and borders, urban security and the military. With more than 40 years of field-tested experience, we deliver the solutions needed to protect society from the threat and illegal passage of explosives, prohibited weapons, contraband, toxic chemicals and narcotics.
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